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Probing Majorana fermions with  

fluxonium qubits  

in topologcal superconductors 



Kitaev Model and Majorana fermions 

Degeneracy of states with even and odd number of fermions 

Free Majorana states at the ends of the wire 





Topological wires 
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Proposal for coherent coupling of  
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Fluxonium qubit 

Superconducting ring interrupted by a  

capacitance shunted Josephson junction 

(1) Large inductance – multiple minima 

(small EL compared to EJ) 

(2) Light Mass (Capacitance) – phase slips 
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Combined basis 

 



Probing band topology  

with cold atoms qubits 



Magnetization - order parameter in ferromagnets 

Order parameters 

Berry/Zak phase in 1d 

Vanderbilt, King-Smith 

PRB 1993

How to measure topological order parameter? 



Su-Schrieffer-Heeger Model 

When dz(k)=0, states with dt>0 and dt<0 are topologically distinct. 

We can not deform two paths into each other without closing the gap. 



Domain wall states in SSH Model 
An interface between topologically different states has protected midgap states 



Probing band topology  

with Ramsey/Bloch interference 



SSH model in bichromatic lattices 
Su, Schrieffer, Heeger, 1979 
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Problem: experimentally difficult to control Zeeman phase shift  



Dynamic phases due to 

dispersion and magnetic  

field fluctuations cancel. 

Interference measures 

the difference of Zak 

phases of the two bands  

in two dimerizations. 

Expect  phase p 



With p-pulse but no swapping of dimerization 



With p-pulse and with swapping of dimerization 
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